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Continuous cover forestry
Ð sustainable silviculture or fantasy forestry?

What's in a name
ÐCCF or CNF?
Continuous cover forestry
(CCF) is probably the term
that best describes a silvicultural system that ensures

permanent

tree

cover, thus avoiding clearfells. However in recent
years, Pro Silva Ireland,

reforestation and the following

non-productive

the proponents of this for-

years.

est

Those who advocate CCF ar-

(CNF). With apologies to

ally or ecologically.
Ireland,

while

Jan

CCF

E

what it says on the tin.

it is economically and oper-

The system is not new as

ationally unrealistic. Many

Paddy Purser, Pro Silva

acknowledge that while CCF

ters,

woodland

owners and likeminded

people

formed Pro Silva Ireland to
promote an alternative forest
management system known

will

lance Ð it does exactly

benefits, they maintain that

group of fores-

we

Ð to use advertising par-

has ecological and aesthetic

ight years ago a

Alexander,

use the term CCF because

critics accept that the system
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system

`close to nature forestry'

is not sustainable economicIn

management

have been using the term

gue that the clearcut system

Ireland says: ``It is com-

may be an alternative system

mon all over the world

for some broadleaf planta-

with different cultures at

tions it is not an economic

different times. However,

proposition for fast growing

the modern European con-

highly productive conifer for-

cept

ests.

of

close

to

nature

silviculture was developed

CCF IN CONIFERS

by foresters such as Karl

Pro Silva, conscious of this

Gayer, Adolph Gurnaud

as continuous cover forestry

criticism, organised a forest

and Henry Biolley at the

(CCF), also referred to as close

tour last year in the French

end of the 19th century,

to nature forestry. Alterna-

Alps, which examined CCF in

notably

tive, that is for Ireland, be-

productive conifer as well as

and Slovenia. Biolley per-

cause

CCF

has

been

in

Switzerland

jardinage

an

broadleaf forests. As expected

fected the

accepted silvicultural prac-

the system ticked all the right

tree selection system in

tice in many European coun-

boxes in the cherry, poplar

Couvet in the Swiss Jura

tries for generations.

and oak woodlands that the

where it is still practiced

group visited in the Chau-

today.''

CCF maintains continuous
woodland conditions as opposed to the practice of clear-

The

tagne and Thonon areas.
However,

many

in

single

jardinage or garden

the

reference is a key to the

cutting at maturity followed

group

in

system, which requires at-

by reforestation. There are a

how the system fared in the

tention to detail whereby

number of variations of con-

coniferous forests of the Bel-

individual

tinuous cover including shel-

ledonne

lected

terwood systems, low impact

southeast of Grenoble. Here,

same familiarity, as a gar-

silvicultural

and

the forests mainly comprise

dener would know his or

the German term

Norway spruce and silver fir.

for continuous forestry (see

The first culture Ð or sil-

dauerwald

systems,

panel).

were

interested

mo u n t a i n

range

viculture Ð shock to Irish

Ireland practices a silvicul-

foresters is that their Alpine

tural system which is based

counterparts

on clearcutting and reforesta-

hundreds of trees per hectare

tion whereby plantations are

during thinning as we do in

thinned, usually at three to

Ireland, but as few as 10. They

five year intervals from the

harvest the biggest, best and

age of production until the

most valuable trees all the

crop is clearfelled and the

time encouraging the smaller

forest

trees to rapidly fill the space

cycle

begins

again.

The clearcut system provides

remove

not

of the removed trees.

no income for the first 15-25

Each tree to be harvested is

years (depending on yield

hand picked and despite the

and species) while a forest

large size of many forests,

managed according to CCF

units of management are as

provides continuous income

small as a few hectares. The

once converted to continuous

inventory

cover.

based on individual tree mea-

system

is

also

of trees to be harvested is

In one 7.7 ha stand in the

for wood energy, pulp, fen-

part science, part art and Ð

Belledonne mountains there

cing, pallet and large logs for

in the

were

3,045

construction.

with

a

tradition

of

Henry

Biolley who perfected the

dinage

jar-

single tree selection

landslides,

avalanches,

family since 1639. The field

management. CCF foresters

visit will involve a day-long

range.

stress the word `continuous':

walk with stops and discus-

continuous tree cover; con-

sion along the way. The main

cois Leforestier explained:

area to grow to their full

tain will financially support

demonstrated that selection

potential.''

Table 1: Typical species and volume distribution in high altitude French Alps forest (Belledonne
mountain range, southeast of Grenoble). Total area of this stand: 7.7ha
BROADLEAVES
Other
No. trees

Volume
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36
12
10
4
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40
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6
4
3
2
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2.6
2.4
3.9
3.9
3.3
3.2
3.2
2.8
3.3
0
0
0
0
0

28.6

to CCF, growers need only
trees

per

hectare

wind damage, insect damage and loss of soil fertility and structure.''

themes for the day will be:

con-

tinuous conservation; contin-

vinced about its ecological

uous high landscape values;

* Single management

benefits but also its economic

and continuous income. It

approach Ð integration of

viability. Francois Lefores-

also needs continuous man-

exotic and native woodlands.

tier quickly dispelled the no-

agement. The current Pro

*

tion that CCF is a system

Silva chairperson, Jan Alex-

cies in native woodlands.

with emphasis only on envir-

a nd e r

w o rd

* Timber production in native

onmental

He

`close' or `close to nature'

woodlands using continuous

pointed out that it is finan-

forestry, her preferred name

cially viable which it needs to

for CCF.

* Transformation of even-aged

be because the forests under
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system

are

not

only

benefits.

his management are owned
by an investment group of
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catastrophic

volume. It requires intensive

area, Francois Leforestier,
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by

his trees from the 65cm +

per hectare. This they main-
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provide sufficient production

have sufficient light and root
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tal

ter handpicks almost all of

room for mistakes as Fran-

The forest manager for the

4
6
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2
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because
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only by a forester. There is no

which can be up to 20,000
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the understorey species won't
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5
4
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every four or five years to

windblow; take too few and
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once the forest is converted

volume

casts.

TOTAL

for

trees (139). These are all over

sizes, species mix and fore-
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157
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16
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6
0
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2245m (Table 1) This equates

economic and environmen-

tained in less than 5% of the

high
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5
4
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ests to sustain their social,
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3
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CCF has huge advantages

of

able with a volume of up to

able to overexploitation and

Beech

trees

volume

failure of plantation for-

handpick as few as 10 large

ing stock is in terms of tree

Volume

standing

total

agement came from the

the volume (618 m ) is con-

vides ecological and econom-

CONIFERS
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``The impetus for this re-

292m per ha. However 17% of

and the area will be vulner-

Norway
Spruce

Paddy Purser points out:

part gardening.

knows exactly what the grow-

Silver fir

was required because as

Each tree harvested is valu-

system Ð

system maintain that it pro-

Diameter
(cm)

that single tree selection

to just under 400 trees and

``Take too many trees out

clea rfell

sethe

invention of forest man-

surement so that the forester

at

are

with

her trees. Biolley believed

Pictured at the Pro Silva field trip to the Belledonne mountain range of the French Alps last year:
Robert Scott, Chairman Pro Silva; Padraig O'Tuama, Coillte; Francois Leforestier, Forest Manager;
Paddy Purser, Purser Tarleton Russell Ltd; Br. Anthony Keane, Glenstal Abbey.

Proponents of the clearfell

income

trees

almost

shareholders of the Credit

s t r e ss e s

t he

Acceptability of exotic spe-

cover.

conifer plantations to continuous cover.

Growers who wish to know

* Stand improvement in young

more about CCF or `close to

broadleaved plantations.

nature forestry' should at-

Participants are advised to

tend the next field day orga-

bring appropriate rainwear

nised by Pro Silva, scheduled

and footwear along with food

to take place in the wood-

and

lands of the Walsh family,

current chairperson of Pro-

While the Danes and Welsh

Ballykilcavan,

Stradbally,

Silva, Jan Alexander, thanks

are moving away from clear-

Co. Laois on Saturday April

the Walsh family for agreeing

cut systems to CCF, Irish

26

11.00am.

to host the event. All inter-

foresters are unlikely to fol-

Meeting point at the entrance

ested in forestry are welcome

low in great numbers. Ire-

to Ballykilcavan House, 2 km

especially

land's forests provide logs to

on the left hand side of the

woods approaching the pro-

a processing sector that is

R428 coming from Stradbally

duction phase, because they

based on producing a range

- 9km from Athy.

are ideally suited to transfer

Lyonnais

Bank

for

whom

profit and return on investment are a priority.

CCF Ð THE FUTURE

beginning

at

of products that reflect log

The woodlands here have

sizes Ð small to medium logs

been managed by the Walsh

drink

for

lunch.

growers

The

with

their plantations from a thin
and clearcut system to CCF.

